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MexicanCuisine Mexican cuisine is a style offoodthat originates in Mexico. It 

is known for its varied flavors, colorful decoration, and variety of spices and 

ingredients, many of which are native to the country. What makes a meal 

distinctly Mexican, of course, are the lively seasonings. Not all Mexican 

recipes are fiery, though; while renowned for their heat, many subtle and 

intriguing spice combinations are also found in Mexican fare. The staples of 

Mexican cuisine are typically corn and beans. 

Corn, traditionally Mexico's staple grain, is eaten fresh, on the cob, and as a 

component of a number of dishes. Most corn, however, is used to make 

masa, a dough for tamales, tortillas, gorditas, and many other corn-based 

foods. Squash and peppers also play important roles in Mexican cuisine. The 

most important and frequently used herbs and spices in Mexican cuisine are 

chilli powder, oregano, cilantro, epazote, cinnamon, and cocoa. Chipotle, a 

smoke-dried jalapeno chilli, is also common in Mexican cuisine. Many 

Mexican dishes also contain garlic and onions. 

Next to corn, rice is the most common grain in Mexican cuisine. Mexican food

varies by region, because of local climate and geography and ethnic 

differences among the indigenous inhabitants and because these different 

populations were influenced by the Spaniards in varying degrees. The north 

of Mexico is known for its beef, goat and ostrich production and meat dishes,

in particular the well-known arrachera cut. Central Mexico's cuisine is largely 

influenced by the rest of the country, but has unique and tasty dishes such 

as barbacoa, pozole, menudo and carnitas. 
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Southeastern Mexico, on the other hand, is known for its spicy vegetable and

chicken-based dishes. The cuisine of Southeastern Mexico has a considerable

Caribbean influence due to its location. Seafood is commonly prepared in 

states that border the Pacific Ocean or the Gulf of Mexico, the latter having a

famous reputation for its fish dishes. In Pueblos or villages, there are also 

more exotic dishes, cooked in the Aztec or Mayan with ingredients ranging 

from iguana to rattlesnake, deer, spider monkey, chapulines, ant eggs, and 

other kinds of insects. 
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Next to corn, rice is the most common grain in Mexican cuisine. Mexican food

varies by region, because of local climate and geography and ethnic 

differences among the indigenous inhabitants and because these different 

populations were influenced by the Spaniards in varying degrees. The north 

of Mexico is known for its beef, goat and ostrich production and meat dishes,

in particular the well-known arrachera cut. Central Mexico's cuisine is largely 
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Southeastern Mexico, on the other hand, is known for its spicy vegetable and

chicken-based dishes. The cuisine of Southeastern Mexico has a considerable

Caribbean influence due to its location. Seafood is commonly prepared in 

states that border the Pacific Ocean or the Gulf of Mexico, the latter having a

famous reputation for its fish dishes. In Pueblos or villages, there are also 

more exotic dishes, cooked in the Aztec or Mayan with ingredients ranging 

from iguana to rattlesnake, deer, spider monkey, chapulines, ant eggs, and 

other kinds of insects. 

The main characteristics of Italian cuisine is its extreme simplicity, with 

many dishes having only four to eight ingredients. Italian cooks rely chiefly 

on the quality of the ingredients rather than on elaborate preparation. Dishes

and recipes are often the creation of grandmothers rather than of chefs, and 

this makes many recipes ideally suited for home cooking. This is one of the 

main reasons behind the ever increasing popularity of this cuisine, as 

cooking magazine in foreign countries popularize Italian recipes targeted at 

the home cook. 
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Italian cuisine has a great variety of different ingredients which are 

commonly used, ranging from fruits, vegetables, sauces, meats, etc Italian 

cuisine is also well known (and well regarded) for its use of a diverse variety 

of pasta. Pasta includes noodles in various lengths, widths and shapes. 

Distinguished on shapes they are named — penne, maccheroni, spaghetti, 

linguine, fusilli, lasagne and many more varieties that are filled with other 

ingredients like ravioli and tortellini. 
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